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*** 

Israel has now chosen the path of committing genocide against two million civilians —
women, children, elderly and the sick — who are trapped in Gaza which is being bombed
into rubble by the IDF.

The  United  Nations  has  condemned  Israel’s  actions  as  war  crimes  under  existing  UN
conventions. Turkey, Iran, Syria and various groups are warning that if Israel pursues the
indiscriminate killing of Palestinian civilians, they will attack (invade?) Israel and turn this
conflict into a world war.

Today  I  interviewed  Martin  Armstrong  who  offers  detailed  analysis  of  this  situation,  also
covering  Ukraine,  Russia,  US  debt,  oil  prices  and  other  geopolitical  analysis.

This is a can’t-miss broadcast with an urgent warning about the spiral of violence plunging
us all into the next World War.
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